Appendix
But in a turn/initial position

Number SpokenBNC2014 code
1

S23A 41

Example
was n't even me that said that that was -ANONnameN S0094: >> --UNCLEARWORD
S0032: >> yeah S0094: but Co-op has loads of
like reduced vegetables (.) but it 's like
UNKFEMALE[??]: --UNCLEARWORD

2

S23A 41

was --ANONnameN S0094: >> -UNCLEARWORD S0032: >> yeah S0094: but
Co-op has loads of like reduced vegetables (.) but
it 's like UNKFEMALE[??]: --UNCLEARWORD
UNKFEMALE[??]: (...) mm mm mm (...) S0094:
yeah I help yourself to

3

S23A 148

he was making like bootleg alcohol for me for
Christmas S0032: mm S0021: erm but then I was
so I was also convinced that actually he was

4

S23A 148

I was so I was also convinced that actually he was
n't (.) but I was like it 's a reasonable enough
theory that I can

5

S23A 155

have to keep guessing S0021: >> it was like a
double bluff yeah S0094: yeah S0032: but you
also guessed that it was gon na be tasty alcohol
S0021: yeah

6

S23A 183

S0094: mm S0032: >> of red wine for me (.) I
think that makes sense S0021: erm but d' you
know I 've noticed recently I do n't know if

7

S23A 190

and now you can only get organic sunflower oil (.)
mm S0095: mm S0094: mm S0021: but you used
to be able to get quite a few organic things

8

S23A 192

supermarket you could get at least one type of
organic wine S0094: mm S0021: but now not
even in Co-op which is you know one of the

9

S23A 217

the ducks eat the slugs and stuff S0021: >> mm (.)
mm (.) mm S0094: erm S0021: mm S0094: but it
was really nice wine too but they do n't S0021: >>
used to

10

S23A 217

S0021: >> mm (.) mm (.) mm S0094: erm S0021:
mm S0094: but it was really nice wine too but
they do n't S0021: >> used to get that in one -ANONplace S0094: they do

11

S23A 219

that in one --ANONplace S0094: they do n't sell
that here any more (.) but that was ages ago they
stopped that one S0021: mm S0094: but I noticed

12

S23A 221

any more (.) but that was ages ago they stopped
that one S0021: mm S0094: but I noticed they sell
at the art centre now in the art

13

S23A 223

centre cafe but it 's probably about twelve quid
there S0021: yeah yeah S0021: but then the Co-op
used to do a nice cos they still do

14

S23A 241

S0094: well it does seem to have coincided like
quite well (.) with that (.) but then they stuck all
kinds of other completely unnecessary things
anyway S0021: >> mm

15

S23A 420

significantly further ahead than this S0094: oh
S0032: I 'm only a little bit S0094: >> but you had
a tiny portion S0021: mm S0032: ah that 's what it
is

16

S23A 471

that S0021: I mean it does alter the taste a little bit
S0094: >> mm S0021: but it 's not always like it
depends on how you like your

17

S23A 489

drunkenness S0095: yeah S0021: and then more
Jacob 's Creek wine I presume S0095: >> yeah
S0021: but like h- when you 're buying it off like a
small estate

18

S23A 512

the smaller that is the better in a way S0021: mm
S0094: >> mm (.) mm S0095: but then there 's the
whole thing about selecting the cork for certain

19

S23A 544

really cold at the moment cos they 're not there
S0032: >> no S0021: mm S0094: but in any case
it 's just a bit sort of weird S0032: having

20

S23A 555

S0095: yeah S0094: though if they 're not there it
's not so weird S0021: but also S0094: >> but then
that 's also a bit weird too S0021: >> like when

21

S23A 556

if they 're not there it 's not so weird S0021: but
also S0094: >> but then that 's also a bit weird too
S0021: >> like when you 're

22

S23A 596

stars and stuff really well from there S0095: >>
that is quite cool actually S0094: but it 's still a bit
like well we 'll have to like

23

S23A 599

and have a bath and come back and S0021: >> you
see that 's but that 's UNKMALE[??]: >> well
okay S0095: >> that 's more of a like S0094: no
that

24

S23A 610

experience so it 's a bit better really S0094: >>
experi- S0021: >> mm S0094: >> mm (.) yeah
S0021: but also that 's very much like I could get
down with that

25

S23A 632

Japan you do S0095: depends -UNCLEARWORD S0094: >> I would n't mind if
I would S0094: but like they would n't be
watching us anyway would they ?
UNKMALE[??]: I

26

S23A 640

not S0095: they 'd be standing at the side with a
towel S0095: waiting (.) S0094: but I du n no
S0095: >> --UNCLEARWORD S0094: >> like
neither of us really like getting

27

S23A 690

S0095: yeah I can see that S0021: it 's very much
just like --UNCLEARWORD S0094: >> but it 's
dark in there (.) S0032: >> I can see how that
would be

28

S23A 693

in there (.) S0032: >> I can see how that would be
a bonus UNKFEMALE[??]: >> -UNCLEARWORD S0094: >> but it 's dark in
saunas S0095: >> limited visibility is possible
S0094: >> it 's not

29

S23A 708

S0094: no not in the one that I like going in
S0021: oh well S0094: but in any case even if it
was light like I mean it

30

S23A 632

Japan you do S0095: depends -UNCLEARWORD S0094: >> I would n't mind if
I would S0094: but like they would n't be
watching us anyway would they ?
UNKMALE[??]: I

31

S23A 721

the ones that stand around naked -UNCLEARWORD change most of the time
S0094: >> but like in in a kind of like senvironment where most people

32

S23A 727

best hot tubs I ever went in was the muddiest as
well S0094: >> but you can also cooch up and
stuff so they can barely see

33

S23A 782

they were like they were blowing like some
bubbles in it S0021: >> smell S0032: but they
were (.) it was n't really worth looking it was like
S0094: >> your

34

S23A 837

would be too bad but S0095: >> rabbit poo ?
S0021: no S0032: I mean S0095: yeah S0032: but
you 'd have the problem if you went for a dunk
they

35

S23A 885

S0021: they were wrong (.) they were just outright
wrong S0095: that seems a bit S0032: >> but I
think you 'd ruin both of them S0094: >> mm that
is n't

36

S23A 965

them S0032: >> I I do n't sprouts I really do n't
like sprouts S0021: but today S0032: >> but these
really are (.) er the Christmas ones

37

S23A 991

like a gravy and hidden yeah S0095: >> yeah you
need lots of gravy S0094: but I did n't at least I
did n't do loads of them

38

S23A 1061

why you n- you 're supposed to chew a certain
amount ? S0021: but like if you do n't chew like
the mechanical action of chewing

39

S23A 1072

a drink S0021: mm S0095: a slightly lumpy
smoothie that you have to chew S0094: >> but I
often make those cos I get bored of blending and it

40

S23A 1091

Watchers type shake except S0094: >> oh right
like smoothies all this shit ? S0032: but it 's like
fully nutritionally balanced S0094: right S0032: so
you could live just

41

S23A 1114

but I think S0094: yeah I can see the attraction for
people like S0032: >> but it 's probably quite
good if you 're in a bit of

42

S23A 1125

just would like not eat anything at all S0021: >>
mm yeah (.) yeah S0094: erm (.) but I would just
be like ah the things that I look forward

43

S23A 1141

nope (.) yeah S0021: no S0094: I just know that 's
not for me but S0032: >> but (.) it 's saving him
money it 's saving him time and he

44

S23A 1154

different lifestyles but S0094: mm S0032: I 'm not
that suspicious it it 's S0021: >> but like on a day
to day basis you do change like what

45

S23A 1283

I 'm trying to think of a grey food now and S0021:
>> see but you can see how like like (.) I imagine
in my lifestyle like

But in adversative sense
Number SpokenBNC2014
code
46
S23A 60

Example
and then I assumed it would all come off as one bit but I
had to sort of S0094: how weird ? S0032: ping it off with

47

S23A 127

S0032: >> I still I still bottled some up and brought it down
anyway but S0032: with er with the warning do not drink
this (.) S0094: it 's like

48

S23A 130

drink this (.) S0094: it 's like this is my attempt made an
effort but it 's not really S0032: >> mm (.) mm S0094: oh
S0032: hopefully by the time --ANONnameF

49

S23A 183

to come by anyway especially in like some of the smaller
shops but you used to be able to get it in the supermarkets
(.) you

50

S23A 221

they sell at the art centre now in the art centre cafe but it 's
probably about twelve quid there S0021: yeah yeah S0021:
but then the

51

S23A 223

used to do a nice cos they still do their Fairtrade ones but
they S0094: mm S0021: used to do like an organic
Argentinian Malbec I think

52

S23A 338

us S0032: they 've got where did all of this food and alcohol
but they do n't have tomato ketchup what is wrong with
them ?

53

S23A 415

eating S0032: mm (.) I am S0094: so are you S0032: so are
you S0021: I know but S0021: --ANONnameM 's normally
significantly further ahead than this S0094: oh S0032: I 'm
only

54

S23A 472

how you like your wine basically S0095: so it s- just
changes it but not always for the better S0021: >> it ju- it
changes it (.) mm I

55

S23A 499

it into a thing S0094: >> though maybe the metal would be
oh cos but screw tops S0032: or just giant corks S0021:
mm (.) mm UNKFEMALE[??]: yeah S0032: just really big

56

S23A 541

of those S0094: they 've just got into this new house and
stuff but it 's just like it 's not that appealing (.) especially as
their

57

S23A 547

like yeah S0094: yeah S0032: I can have a shower it 's just
fine but a bath 's just so much more S0094: >> it 's a bit
more

58

S23A 612

go out there S0094: mm S0021: so you would go out there
butt naked but that is perfectly socially acceptable S0094:
yeah S0021: and the way to do it

59

S23A 620

bubbles then it 's just a bath with your friends and S0021:
>> yeah but that 's normally their swimming costume and
stuff though is n't it

60

S23A 716

was weird gym guys S0095: >> it 's just weird S0094: very
weird UNKMALE[??]: mm S0094: obviously but you
would n't go in there --UNCLEARWORD S0021: >> no
also it 's not

61

S23A 890

'd be better separately S0094: mm S0021: mm S0094: like
chocolate and mascarpone 's okay but S0032: >> like
cheese and chutney ? S0094: chocolate and cheddar mm
S0021: mascarpone ? S0032: >> quite

62

S23A 966

the Christmas ones were sort of alright-ish I guess (.) I tried
them (.) but these are quite nice S0094: pretty good S0032:
they S0094: we were just saying like

63

S23A 988

S0095: well S0094: >> did we overdo them ? maybe
S0095: >> they were edible but S0094: mm S0095: but
they were n't like --UNCLEARWORD S0094: >> but only
like a gravy and hidden

64

S23A 989

maybe S0095: >> they were edible but S0094: mm S0095:
but they were n't like --UNCLEARWORD S0094: >> but
only like a gravy and hidden yeah S0095: >> yeah you need
lots of

65

S23A 1056

in the blender S0032: mm S0094: there 's a bit of saliva
missing S0021: >> mm S0094: but it 's okay for me to eat
S0021: no I know but do

66

S23A 1058

's okay for me to eat S0021: no I know but do n't S0094: >>
but not too S0021: is n't there like a reaction in your body
where

67

S23A 1095

ah how soulless S0032: >> erm there 've been people doing
I know but like for a lot of people people do n't like
cooking and

68

S23A 1150

can have a complete like range of all the nutrients and stuff
but that might n- you might be a bit different -UNCLEARWORD S0032: well people

69

S23A 1151

n- you might be a bit different --UNCLEARWORD S0032:
well people are different but there 's different sort of things
for different people in different lifestyles

70

S23A 1151

there 's different sort of things for different people in
different lifestyles but S0094: mm S0032: I 'm not that
suspicious it it 's S0021: >> but like on

71

S23A 1155

need like and like other days you just you know S0032: >>
yeah true but a lot of people just eat the same thing every
day anyway

72

S23A 1192

that anyway I would imagine S0032: >> er perhaps
socialising or you might be but yeah you could get like an
extra hour of it or something

73

S23A 1216

things he can do now S0032: >> oh yeah we had all the
food but he does n't eat food any more so it was n't really

74

S23A 1326

well there 's a couple of things in here that are main but
most of it is random random I think right let 's see

75

S23A 1395

--UNCLEARWORD as well cos your mum got the S0094:
ah S0021: ones that like S0094: but S0021: only float I
think S0094: >> if you do n't want them we could

Repudiation in positive terms
Number SpokenBNC2014
code
76
S23A 101

Example
on the peanut butter UNKMALE[??]: >> wow S0094: d'
you want some pepper ? S0032: no but can I have some of
your chutney please ? S0094: mm yeah it

77

S23A 168

probably (.) probably (.) I do n't think I 've sent you any
bottles but I have (.) I have that sort of thing S0094: >> do
you get it

78

S23A 298

or like S0095: >> taste person S0032: I du n no sweet
chocolatey type things but apple pies and things S0094: >>
mm (.) mm (.) mm mm S0032: >> I get behind those

79

S23A 336

a disaster yeah it al- it did n't quite ruin the barbecue but
people were definitely judging it harshly for us S0032: they
've got where

80

S23A 534

(.) well cos we 're looking after well we 're not looking after
but we 're going round to check our friends ' erm house
while

81

S23A 628

naked UNKMALE[??]: not if your mates are there to be
hone- S0021: well no but in Japan you do S0095: depends -UNCLEARWORD S0094: >> I would n't mind if I

82

S23A 966

I do n't sprouts I really do n't like sprouts S0021: but today
S0032: >> but these really are (.) er the Christmas ones
were sort of alright-ish I

83

S23A 1009

works S0094: yeah yeah (.) mm S0032: like kale I really do
not like kale but it 's really good for you (.) so if you just
put it

84

S23A 1011

stuff like avocado and banana you do n't even taste it
S0094: yeah S0032: but you get the healthiness anyway
S0094: new smoothie recipe S0021: mm S0032: mm
S0094: very nice

85

S23A 1057

S0021: >> mm S0094: but it 's okay for me to eat S0021: no
I know but do n't S0094: >> but not too S0021: is n't there
like a reaction in

86

S23A 1112

well and I do n't S0094: mm S0032: think it would be for
me but I think S0094: yeah I can see the attraction for
people like S0032: >> but

87

S23A 1199

which is his argument S0094: yeah S0032: which I do n't
agree with S0021: yeah S0032: but (.) sort of instinct

S0094: mm (.) mm S0021: well UNKMALE[??]: can you
pass that water please
88

S23A 1203

of instinct S0094: mm (.) mm S0021: well UNKMALE[??]:
can you pass that water please ? S0032: but he is also -ANONnameM so I mean S0021: oh god S0032: yeah right
so

89

S23A 1253

apparent S0094: mm S0032: where 's your kitchen ? I do n't
have one but I do have my hot tub room S0094: yeah
S0032: yeah S0094: come and drink

90

S23A 1264

do n't I 'd definitely not be doing it all the time but I
definitely wan na see what it 's about and S0095: mm
S0032: you

91

S23A 1286

n't have time to cook S0032: >> --UNCLEARWORD
S0094: mm mm S0021: like every single day but it 's
S0094: mm S0021: actually really healthy for me to make
time to

92

S23A 1290

time to cook S0094: mm S0021: not that it has to be for
everybody but I just think like for me I could very easily if
there

But in preventative sense
Number SpokenBNC2014

Example

code
93

S23A 196

S0094: because we 've got been getting this box stuff
S0021: >> oh right (.) yeah but I I ca n't find any anywhere
S0095: oh yeah cos that S0021: >> I

94

S23A 236

was really quite nice and S0021: mm S0094: quite cheap
and good and stuff but they stopped stocking that now here
anyway S0021: d' you reckon like people

95

S23A 558

though you 're thinking it 's not weird because it was weird
but since they 're not there it S0094: it S0032: yeah S0094:
it 's time yeah

96

S23A 569

bath especially if it 's in the middle of the room S0094: >>
yeah but I mean if they 're that observant neighbours
S0032: >> that was observant S0094: they

97

S23A 681

like an old horsebox (.) into a sauna S0094: mm S0021: that
was quite cool but erm (.) mm (.) see I find like like I think
going in water

98

S23A 1044

S0094: it is a bit weird it 's a bit like baby food (.) but I just
quite like y- I just see it as like ah

99

S23A 1063

S0094: er well I n- like (.) only a bit S0032: >> to an extent
but I think just getting food in your belly just does the same

But approximating the category of another part of speech
Number SpokenBNC2014

Example

code
100

S23A 36

S0032: really miss them S0094: see interesting that you sent
me the text going but fruit and veg I though mm she sounds
like she needs greens

